
From the DESK OF ROGER FLYGARE 

March 16, 2017 

RE:  FORMAL COMPLAINT BY GLEN MORGAN dated 3/14/17 

Ms. Evelyn Fielding Lopez, 

Thank you for meeting with me and explaining the process of retorting a PDC complaint lodged 

by Glen Morgan.  I will address those various concerns below: 

1. THE FEDERAL WAY CITY MIRROR ARTICLE:  The Federal Way Mirror Newspaper article 

indicates that I was withdrawing my application to fill the vacancy for Federal Way City 

Council Position 2 and the article goes on to state that I will be running in 2017.  

However, there is no mention of any date that I would announce and/or position that I 

might be interested in running for in 2017.  I think this complaint is disingenuous at best 

on the part of Mr. Morgan and borders on slander and libel as this could be construed to 

be an attempt to sabotage my reputation prior to any filing or announcement of any 

potential candidacy.   

 

2. MORGAN ALLEGATIONS 1, 2 & 3:  it is my opinion that there was no need to file a C1, F1 

or any other appropriate documents on December 19, 2016 or any date thereafter until 

I made an announcement, filed paperwork with PDC, received any contributions, or 

made any expenditures; therefore, additionally, any filing of a C3 or C4 is not necessary 

as none of those activities took place. 

 

3. ENDORSEMENTS & CONTRIBUTIONS:  Mr. Morgan goes on to state that I have been 

actively pursuing endorsements and contributions.  I categorically deny that allegation.  

I have never made any calls of this sort asking for contributions.  However, a friend of 

mine was contacting potential supporters to see if there was any interest in supporting 

me if I decided to run for elected office.  In fact, this same friend called the PDC to 

ensure that this activity was okay to perform; he was assured it was.  He also doubled 

checked to see if the article submitted by Mr. Morgan was, in fact, an announcement of 

candidacy and, again, he was assured by PDC that it was not. 

 

4. IMPORTANT TO NOTE:  Today, March 16, 2017, I filed my paperwork for candidacy for 

Position 6 of the Federal Way City Council.  Other necessary forms will be filed timely as 

my campaign moves forward.  I tried several times last week (May 7th & 8th) to do online 

filing but the program kept continually crashing.  I ended up filling out in longhand those 

necessary documents and again, since I couldn’t file them via FAX or email attachment, I 

personally delivered them today. 

 


